
 
 
We will be enjoying a whole day of being 

part of the US of A! We will be  
cooking a range of delicious American treats 

before hosting our own little American 
themed  party. 

 
English: This term, we will be imagining we 
are in the USA and writing postcards to     
recount our adventures. We will also be   
using persuasive techniques to write adverts 
for different American places of interest and 
learning about some tribal linked myths and    
legends too! 
Maths: We will be practicing our use of the 
four  main operations of addition, subtrac-
tion, multiplication and division in the con-
text of problem solving with money and 
measures. We will also be revising aspects of  
fractions and extending our knowledge fur-
ther with addition and subtraction of proper 
and      
 improper fractions. We will also look at 
measures of weight, length and time and 3D 
shapes. 
History: We will be learning all about the Iro-
quois Tribe of America studying their    eve-
ryday life and how the tribe originated. 
D&T: We will be using our cooking skills to 
make authentic American cuisine during our 
memorable experience. We will also be 
building our own Iroquois Tribal longhouses 
and designing and sculpting our own tribal 

Computing: We will be learning how to use 
Spreadsheet software to compare data 
about New York City with statistics for our 
own local area. We will also be using              
programming to guide a virtual tourist 
around the city of New York visiting places 
of interest. 
RE: We will be looking at Religious places 
of Worship. 
PE: Skills lessons will be taught by our 
Sports Coaches on a Monday this term.  
Art & Design: We will be learning all about 
the Legend of the Navajo Spider Woman 
and the famous woven wall  
hangings of the Navajo tribe and trying our 
own weaving patterns. We will also be 
making Native American dream catchers 
and a tribal    journey stick to document 
our learning on this topic.  
Music: We will be looking at Native    
American music and identifying different 
sounds and instruments.  
Geography: We will be identifying USA on 
a world map and also learning about the 50 
states and their capital cities. We will also 
study some of the most famous  
landmarks of the USA. 
Homework: Weekly Maths and spellings 
are sent out on a Monday and must be re-
turned by the Thursday. 
Please also choose 3 activities from the 
Homework menu to complete by Monday 
18th May 2015. Raffle tickets for possible 
prizes for all projects completed by then.  


